
CHALLENGES
• The UK insurance company has a high 
   demand on email storage and the legacy
   system for emails and contacts was 
   outdated. They are also highly concerned 
   with the security due to the large amount 
   of clients’ information they need to handle. 
   The company needs smooth migration of 
   email system to avoid downtime. 

SOLUTIONS
• OneAsia’s webmail hosting service, 
   OneAsia Security Operation Center, 
   Microsoft Exchange 2010

BENEFITS
• The service provided for the UK Insurance
   Company is based on Microsoft Exchange  
   2010 with a flexible on-demand charging, 
   and is capable of supporting over 6,000 agents 

• Microsoft Exchange 2010 allows a maximum 
   storage up to 100GB with compliance  
   management 

• Customisation on single sign-on interface 
   and fax-server integration with basic email 

• With the suppor t of OneAsia Securi ty 
  Operation Centre (SOC) to track any irregular       
   logon behaviour 

• Migrating all emails and contacts to OneAsia’s 
   state-of-the-art email solution

UK insurance webmail 
case studies

To cope with the increasing needs and mobility in the insurance industry, a leading 
insurance company in UK was searching for a highly scalable, secure and 
easy-to-use webmail hosting service. With over 6,000 insurance agents all over 
Hong Kong, the insurance company was desperate to find a webmail system that 
could enable its agents to check email anytime, anywhere. After a lengthy and 
in-depth research of numerous services providers, OneAsia was selected due to 
security, scalability and flexibility of its services.

OneAsia’s webmail hosting service offered a reliable, scalable and secure online 
communication solution with a team of professional dedicated to manage the 
platform. By using OneAsia webmail services, all agents can now access their 
accounts with all types of common mail client software, such as Outlook, Outlook 
Express etc., and to keep a close communications with their customers as well as 
the company.

If we can be of help in any way, or if you have business ideas and 
expectation, please contact us: http://www.oneas1a.com/enquiry.html


